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The Covid-19 pandemic has taken a severe toll on the
global hotel industry. In Canada alone, the accommodation
and food services industry (the hospitality industry in a
broad sense) accounts for 1.3 million jobs in the national
economy , and contributed $44.6 billion to Canadian GDP
in 2019. In Canada, as in all countries around the world,
travel restrictions have led to staggeringly low occupancy
levels, sometimes in the single digit percentage.

Utilising technology within a hotel has for long been
viewed by customer and hotelier alike contrary to
traditional hotel operations. Pre-pandemic, customer
care through constant contact was the essence of the
hotel business. Using technology within operations was
perceived to be an expensive proposition.

However, the pandemic is also accelerating our journey in
an Industry 4.0 era that weaves artificial intelligence and
digital technologies into the everyday lives of individuals,
businesses and society. Can this advancement of
technology provide a silver lining opportunity for one of the
oldest industries – an industry positioned as a high-touch,
customer-centric one, providing home and food away from
home? Can technology also assist in connecting hotels, local
businesses and global markets?
Uncertain times have been catalysts for the reimagination
of traditional hotel operations. This pandemic will be no
different. With volatile occupancy levels and average daily
rates, hotel owners are adopting new technologies to
mitigate risk and bring more certainty to hospitality. Key
technological improvements help mitigate some operational
challenges that arise due to the uncertainty surrounding the
pandemic: a possible second wave, a possible vaccine with
an uncertain timeline.
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This transformation is not unique to the hotel business.
Several key industries including retail, banking, and logistics
have deployed technology within their daily operations
to cope with restrictions on travel and trade. Industry 4.0
digitization is enabling finer-grained links between human
behavior (be it the customer, staff or management) and the
ever more dynamic and interconnected real-world contexts
created in real time by delivery systems, supply chains and
markets.
The hospitality industry is not lagging behind. During
Covid-19, technology can help make guests feel safer
and more comfortable, playing a key role in hoteliers’
management of risk and recovery. This special market
report highlights how technology can be used within daily
hotel operations, while also understanding its impact on
productivity and consumer beliefs.
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Estimated Occupancy Trends, China, United States, Canada: January to June – 2019 & 2020
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Thinking Beyond a Period
of Uncertain Times

The hotel industry is one the largest affected industries
by the first wave of this pandemic; yet the hotel industry
is adopting new best practices to become more resilient
to possibilities of a second wave. This is visible when
observing trends within the Chinese hotel industry. At first,
as early as in January and February of 2020, Chinese hotels
experienced steep occupancy rate declines, down to 14%
(as compared to 58% in February 2019). Since then, the
Chinese hotel industry has regained strength, ending the
month of June at a 47% occupancy rate; even as concerns
of a possible second wave persist.
The United States and Canada implemented travel
restrictions only by mid-March; yet occupancy rate declines
preceded policy interventions. In the United States,
occupancy levels decreased from a high of 62% in February
2020, to a low of 25% in April, gaining strength in May
and June to end at 42%. Similarly, in Canada, where travel
restrictions are more stringent than in the US, occupancy
levels decreased from a high of 58% in February, to a low of
14% in April, gaining to 25% in June 2020. This compared
to occupancy levels being approximately 74% in June 2019.
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The chart above highlights the evolution of hotel occupancy
levels in China, United States and Canada for the months of
January to June, for 2019 and 2020.
It is evident the hotel industry is facing the need to manage
both declines in demand and increases in uncertainty. In
each of the previous crises – September-11, SARS, the
2008-09 Financial Crisis -- hotels adopted an approach
combining i) targeted marketing and communication, ii)
reimagination of customer experience, and iii) rethinking of
efficient hotel operations. Customers’ tastes change, with
a greater demand for security, convenience, and comfort –
and hoteliers respond.
The question remains, can technology assist hotels as
travel opens up when the Covid-19 pandemic is contained?
Today’s hospitality industry is being transformed into a
technology-based one, supported by artificial intelligence
(AI), Cloud Computing, and various mobile applications.
Aspects of traditional hotel operations have continued to
use technology-enabled hardware and software.
Technology enables hotel operations to become adequately
contactless, thereby ensuring social-distancing between
guests and staff. The following section highlights how
technology can be effectively deployed, to assist hotel
operators during such times.
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Designing a Hotel Suited for Pandemics

the centre of the design process, and where spaces were
designed to meet their needs. A similar technique maybe
utilized within the pandemic-proof hotel, where designing
spaces takes into account enhanced safety, security and
sanitization measures – catering to today’s guest needs.

Consider retail, another industry where operations are
consumer centric. Businesses are exploring the ‘frictionless
store’, a notion that will potentially disrupt the industry
(Selena Zhu et al, 2019-2020). The frictionless store
caters to the high-tech lifestyles of consumers, looking for
flexibility, convenience and security. Amazon with AmazonGo, Walmart with Innovative Retail Lab and Alibaba with
Hema, have turned their operations ‘frictionless’.
Similarly, can the hospitality industry, one that was
traditionally high-touch in nature, turn into a hi-tech one,
where contactless or ‘frictionless’ service is encouraged.
So, what does a contactless-hotel look like?

Designing ‘Socially-Distanced’ Spaces –
From High-Touch to High-Tech

In new age “lifestyle” hotels such as citizenM, where guests
sleep, work, play and meet like-minded people in a highly
social and high-touch environment.
The citizenM hotel brand designed spaces that were
communal, allowing for greater connectivity between
people. Smaller room sizes, with larger and more integrated
lobbies where guests can work, get a drink, and connect
with like-minded travellers were some key highlights of
citizenM hotels. In the times of a pandemic, where mass
gatherings are restricted and a minimum distance of 6
feet is required between guests, the integrated and highly
connected environments might need to be reimagined.
When designed for the first time, citizenM hotels
developed the technique of “reverse-thinking”, where
targeted guest needs and motivations were placed at
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Spaces larger in nature, with more distance and less people
are the future. Seamless and integrated barriers within the
design could enhance the distance between various guests.
Contactless service, enabled through technology can be
utilized throughout the hotel.

Reception Areas in a High-Tech World
Structurally, the lobby area will continue to look welcoming.
The traditional reception desk is replaced by a much smaller
counter. Going “frictionless”, several self-check-in free
standing kiosks, placed 6-feet apart, are placed within the
lobby area.
Similar to the airport self-check-in kiosks, the hotel
kiosks function with a unique verification ID, followed
by a government issued ID card as validation. Several
companies, such as Hilton, Linq Hotels, Yotel and Premier
Inn have implemented this technology, and it is bound to
expand. These kiosks are linked to loyalty programs, using
facial recognition technology.
For independent hotel owners, cost-effective technology
providers such as Fuel, Hello Guest and others allow
application driven self-check inns and outs for guests, with
or without the need of a physical kiosk. These kiosks would
be able to assign a clean room to guests, process payments
using credit or debit card reader, and pay for any additional
amenities or services required during the guests’ stay.
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Lobby areas will also become more multifunctional,
allowing for greater flexibility through furniture and fittings.
Discrete barriers blending with the overall design can also
be installed.

Restaurant and Bars

Checking into your Room
The technology of utilizing your phone to open a hotel
room has been available since the last decade, but it took
a Covid-19 pandemic to make this trend go mainstream.
The technology has steadily grown over the years, with
more than a million hotel rooms worldwide utilizing this
technology as of 2019.
Several hotel brands such as Hilton, Marriott, Disney
Resorts and MGM Resorts have also deployed this
technology within various properties in their portfolio,
while also linking it to their loyalty programs. It is estimated
Hilton has deployed this technology in over 4,000
properties worldwide, as of 2019.

In-Room
In-room facilities and amenities are unlikely to change
dramatically. Prevailing in-room technology such as
personalised welcome screens, smart lighting, smart TVs to
access various streaming services, will continue. The aspect
that could change is using technology to enhance guest
experience. Examples include using app-based technology
to provide guided mediation, lighting that assists in syncing
Circadian rhythms, and using virtual assistants to close
curtains.
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Emerging from a lockdown, restaurants and bars are
gradually opening with limited capacity and enough space
between tables enabling safe distancing. In a post-pandemic
world, terraces and outdoor seating is expected to gain in
popularity, even in colder temperatures by using outdoor
heating facilities. Technology can ensure “frictionless”
processes, thereby increasing safety. Examples include:
• Low touch technologies:
• App based technologies have become mainstream in
F&B operations - easing pre-ordering for pick-ups,
claiming a place in line for seating and limiting times
within dining rooms. These are widely used in airport
restaurants, and gaining popularity within restaurants
and bars worldwide.
 n-line menus available to download using a QR code,
• O
on guests’ personal smart phones. Several restaurant
establishments including the Kyo Restaurant at Hotel
Place d’Armes in Montreal have used this technology to
limit contact on surfaces. The QR code options are also
available in Asia to process payments using the smart
phone.
• Rise of virtual restaurants: With the advancement
of app-based delivery portals such as Uber Eats and
DoorDash, restaurants are starting to let go of the
traditional dining rooms with no physical store front,
with only a kitchen to deliver food orders – thereby
enabling a complete “frictionless-restaurant”. This could
reduce operating costs by a third, mainly driven by
reduced rental space.
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Sales and Marketing

 ustomer Service: Whether it be for delivery of room
• C
service or getting coffee and towels, robots can be
utilized to perform simple service tasks previously
reserved for staff interactions. Reducing staff
interactions in hotels may become beneficial rather
than detrimental, and innovative hotel companies
have realized robots can help in client-facing roles,
performing simple tasks. The millennial brand, Yotel,
has successfully deployed robots. The robots do not
necessarily reduce staff count, but allow hotel staff to
focus on the delivery of essential tasks. Such robots also
work well in the economy and midscale hotels – where
they lead to additional cost savings.

• C
 ommunication: Technology maintains the connection
with the brand and hotel establishments when face-toface interactions are discouraged. What used to be a
technique to speak to a segment – millennials -- became
the primary way of engaging with a customer base.
Using Twitter, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram, and
Google My Business, hoteliers send the message hotel
policies are appropriate, hotel establishments care about
their loyal guests; and online reviews help reluctant
customers regain confidence in travel. Maintaining the
dialogue encourages customers to travel back to the
hotel once restrictions are lifted. Developing an online
customer relationship that preserves value is a core part
of the hotelier’s pandemic toolkit.
 eservations and Booking Channels: Individual leisure
• R
travel is likely to be the first segment to pick up in hotel
reservations. These leisure individual travellers are
currently using online booking engines, online hotel
reservation platforms, hotel mobile apps, and are driven
in part by loyalty programs. Bookings within several
markets in Asia Pacific are already witnessing this trend,
with very few reservations being made through older
reservation platforms that include GDS systems, travel
agents, wholesale or MICE and Central Reservations
Systems (CRS). Though this trend has been emerging
significantly in the last 5 years, the lack of traditional
booking systems during the pandemic has accelerated
customers embracing online hotel bookings faster.

Reimagining Traditional Operations
• H
 ousekeeping: In times such as these, cleanliness has
become of utmost importance for any guest and hotel
establishment alike, and the new-age germ zapping
robots are becoming a celebrity within the business.
Developed by a company called Xenex and typically
used in hospitals, the robot is already being utilized in
Texas, at the Westin Houston Medical Centre Hotel.
The machine emits intense germicidal light that kills
pathogens, after being wheeled in by housekeeping
staff. These robots do not replace housekeeping staff
entirely, as the core cleaning would yet need to be
carried out, thereby saving hospitality jobs. Though an
expensive proposition, it allows guests to feel more
secure in the hotel environment.
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 roperty Management and Administration: Property
• P
Management Software or PMS has been available for
several decades. But imagine the PMS on the cloud,
where with one click in a remote location, a GM can
still have access to all the real-time property level
data. Several companies, such as Cloudbeds, exist in
providing cloud computing for the hotel industry. Cloud
computing, usually app based, also assists in enhancing
guest experience (enables staff to work more efficiently
by being more mobile), lower operational costs (reduced
on-site hardware and software requirements), and
remote working for hotel staff (staff have access to the
app via an internet connection).
• I nventory Management: Utilizing a mobile device to
monitor inventory, thereby forgoing the traditional
pen and paper. Employees can directly submit their
inventory purchase orders, including the frequency at
which they occur. These devices can also analyse the
inventory required by an establishment, by utilizing
recipes and the frequency of sales for each menu item
on a weekly or monthly basis.
 taff Scheduling: Utilizing scheduling software for
• S
managing weekly schedules using historical staffing
patterns, losing the traditional paper in the back-ofhouse. The software or app allows restaurants to
monitor sales, staffing budgets, and controlling staff pay
for overtime.
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Long Term Benefits of High-Tech

 nhanced Guest Retention: Guests now have access to
• E
hotel properties and hotel brands, at any given point and
at their convenience. This allows for the hotel properties
to directly communicate with the guests, prior to, during
and after their stay. Increased information sharing
allows guests to expect a certain level of service and
engagement with staff, while also allowing hotels to plan
a guests’ stay in advance.

Hotel owners and developers may be hesitant to deploy
technology if Covid-19 is only a temporary phenomenon.
After all, the upfront set-up costs are not trivial. Owners
and developers are also skeptical, given how much and how
frequent technology can change. Given the advancement
of technology in recent years, these set-up costs have
significantly reduced. Embracing technology has long term
benefits beyond Covid-19, such as:
• Higher Communal Outreach: A hotel has always been
a place where people would connect, but its no longer
a place for only guests and staff to connect. Mobile
app technology also allows locals to interact with the
hotel and their staff. AccorLocal, the app developed by
Accor Hotels, does exactly that. The app allows local
residents to be connected to merchants rendering their
services at the hotel, allows concierges to assist with
any enquiries and provide services, make restaurant
reservations (usually within the hotel), book yoga and
other fitness classes, pick up breakfast on their way to
work, pick up and drop off dry cleaning (without a time
limit as hotels operate 24/7), amongst others. Spending
money on such services allows locals to gain loyalty
points on the respective loyalty programs, thereby
enjoying perks while on holiday.
 nvironmentally Sustainable: Convenient technology is
• E
saving the environment. The use of technology allows
for a largely paper and plastic-free work environment.
When technology is utilized in inventory management,
staff scheduling, check-ins and check-outs, menus etc.
several tonnes of paper and plastic are saved. According
to the New York Times, Hilton estimates approximately
40 tons of plastic were saved by over 7 million Digital
Key downloads.
www.horwathhtl.com

• I ncrease Employee Engagement: Easier staffing
schedules, allocating duties to staff, tracking
performance goals and achievements, and using AI and
technology to allow employees to have access to several
online training modules, allow staff to be engaged at
work. The easy access to schedules also means staff
have more control on their work-life, knowing how hard
this can be with traditional operations.
Additionally, when technology is used to replace more
mundane tasks such as check-ins and check-outs, staff
can focus more on guest needs, while also personalizing
their stay and overall experience.
 educed Overall Cost: Replacing some functions with
• R
technology leads to additional cost savings as well. For
instance, the digital key technology is far less expensive
than the older RFID plastic key-card technology for
door locks. The newer technology is also highly energy
efficient, thereby reducing utility costs – one of the
largest line items in a profit and loss statement within
a hotel. Hotel developers and owners are typically
charged with an upfront cost at the beginning of
switching to newer technology, where benefits and cost
savings are higher in the long run.
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Looking Ahead

Resilience is the capacity for complex systems to survive
by adapting, evolving and growing their operations in the
face of turbulent change. In the hospitality industry, the
resilience lies in being human-centered, risk intelligent,
flexible and agile for real-time and long-term market
outcomes -ensuring financial viability.
This report illustrates the acceleration and deepening of
the convergence of human-touch and technology through
Industry 4.0 digitalization. This enables the hotel business
to provide a home away from home, while allowing for
sustained growth. Technology assists in providing safer
accommodations and dining options. For the hospitality
industry, it’s generating systemic change as guest
preferences and priorities evolve. Technology facilitates
financial sustainability even as operating conditions remain
drastically altered; and as we witness reductions in capacity
for revenue generating spaces (i.e. Lobbies, F&B outlets and
event spaces).
Technology is not about technicality – it’s about being more
creative when we use our spaces, our precious human
capital; it’s about maintaining the high-touch nature that
defines our hospitality business.
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